
OTHER ROLES IN LEADERSHIP
4 Current secretary and project manager of the Del Norte Civics Club,

current social media commissioner of Del Norte ASB. 

SOCAL VIDEO PROJECT
3 Created, organized, and edited the Southern California video project

together, showing off the true potential of SoCal DECA! 

COMPETITIVE SUCCESS
2 Placed first overall in HLM at SoCal districts, and was a finalist in HLM

at states. Won the SoCal DECA grant-writing contest.

DEL NORTE CHAPTER SECRETARY
1 Serves as current chapter secretary for Del Norte DECA, acting as

liaison between chapter and administration.

MEET YOUR CANDIDATE!

WHO IS DANIEL DOLAN?



MEET YOUR CANDIDATE!

ADVOCATE

A Advocating for Southern California's continued success, by
continuing to fight for CTE funding; so many chapters have shut
down this year as funding wanes. It is vital to advocate for CTE
funding so SoCal DECA chapters can succeed. 

CONNECT

C Connect Southern California during this pandemic with monthly
regional calls between our chapters, and reaching out to chapters to
encourage connection at a time when many chapters are
unconnected from their peers in our region.

EMPOWER

E Empower Southern California to grow its iniative by pushing to create
an advisory council of chapters and creating a district instagram in
the fashion of other Western Region associations such as AZ, CO, and
WA, in order to show off our district's initiative and creativity.

WHAT'S HIS PLATFORM?



MEET YOUR CANDIDATE!

THAT'S THE CASE!

!
If you want a district Vice President who'll stand up for your initiative
and potential, vote Daniel Dolan. If you want a district Vice President
who isn't afraid to fight for Southern California, vote Daniel Dolan. If
you want a district vice president who will make sure SoCal is
represented equally in DECA, then vote Daniel Dolan! 

IN CONCLUSION

ACE
Advocate for SoCal's potential
Connect SoCal's members
Empower SoCal's initiative

QUALIFICATIONS

Q
Chapter Secretary, districts #1,
state finalist, won CTE grant-
writing contest, creator and
editor of the Southern California
Video Project.

daniel._.dolan deca_danield cyberdolan@gmail.com


